
2014 Office of Early Learning  PreK Child Center Activities: Alphabet Knowledge 
AK10: Sound Bags (Adaptation of P.012)

Alphabet Knowledge
AK10 Letter-Sound Correspondence
Sound Bags Benchmarks: A.2a, F.3b, F.3c, F.3d

Objective
The child will match initial phonemes to graphemes.

Materials
• Small brown paper bags  

Label each of 26 bags with one letter of the alphabet and glue on Picture Cards (Activity Master - choose 
cards from the library of picture cards) that begins with that letter. Start with only a few bags with letters 
that have been introduced by the teacher. 

• Print resources (e.g., magazines, newspaper ads and catalogs)  
Review the print resources to ensure the information is appropriate for young children.

• Scissors

Activity
After teacher introduction, children sort pictures by initial sounds into bags labeled with pictures and letters of 
the alphabet.
1. Place paper bags in alphabetical order on a flat surface. Place print resources and scissors at the center.
2. The child cuts 10-15 pictures from the print resources.
3. Names each picture, says its initial sound (e.g., “baseball, /b/”), and places picture in corresponding bag.
4. Continues until all pictures are sorted.
5. Teacher evaluation.

Adaptations and Extensions
• Find pictures for only the letter learned that day in class. 
• Use pictures to make a class alphabet book.
• Check the pictures in the bags for initial sound matches during a whole group activity. 
• Working in pairs, children choose a bag to review/check the letters/sounds. (e.g., Child one chooses the “B” 

bag and says the sound, /b/, then names all the pictures in the “B” bag. Child two continues with another 
bag/letter.)

• Sort pictures by final sounds.
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alligator animals ant

anthill apple arm

bag ball balloon

balloons banana band-aid



barn basketball basket

bat bee bell

bike bird blimp

block blue bone



book boots bowl

box bread brush

bug bus butter

butterfly buttons cake



can car carrot

cat caterpillar cauliflower

TASTY PUFFS
TASTY PUFFS

cereal chair chalk

cherries child children



clean shirt clock clouds

clown cone construction worker

cook crayon crayons

crown cupcake cup (empty)



cup (full) day desert

dice dinosaur dish

doctor dog doghouse

doll dollhouse domino



dominos donut dragon

drums duck eggplant

elephant emotion (happy) emotion (hot)

emotion (loved) emotion (sad) emotion (scared)
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z 
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emotion (sick) emotion (sleepy) family

fan farm feet

fig fire firefighter

firetruck fish fishbowl



flag flower foot

football fork fox

friends frog fruit

gift giraffe glasses



gorilla grapes green

guitar hamburger hammer

hand hands hardhat

hat head helicopter



hill hog hook

horse horseshoe hose

hot air balloon house ice

iguana inside jar



jellyfish jug juice

jump jungle kale

kangaroo king knee

ladder lake lemon



lettuce lion lock

log lollipop macaroni

man markers mat

measuring cup men mice



microscope milk monkey

moon motor boat mouse

mug musician music notes

nail newspaper night



nuts ocean octopus

orange outside owl

pail pan peanut

pear pencils penguin



pens pepperoni piano

pie plane playground

pool pretzel quail

quinoa rabbit rain



rainbow rake ran

rat red reef

rhinoceros rice rug

running sailboat school



screwdriver shark sheep

ship shoe shoulder

sleeping slug snail

snake snow sock



spaghetti spider spoon

star starfish stethoscope

stoplight stove strawberry

street submarine sun



sunflower sunglasses teeth
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telephone tennis ball thermometer

tie tomato tools

tooth toothbrush tornado



towel (dry) towel (wet) tree

triangle truck turtle

umbrella unicorn van

vegetables vulture waking up



walrus watermelon well

wheel wheelchair window (closed)

window (open) wrench x-ray fish

yak yellow yogurt



zebra zipper zucchini


